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Exercise Problems on CDNs

1. Write down the list of networking requirements in terms of servers, middleboxes, content processing steps,
network architecture for the following cases.

(a) BBC live streaming of 2012 London olympics to users
(b) Youtube video delivery
(c) Deployment of real-time on-campus video channel
(d) Sourceforge software downloads
(e) Microsoft software downloads
(f) Fedora operating system distribution
(g) Smart class room - live streaming of class lectures / smart board to all students; recording of lectures

must also be supported.
(h) Live streaming of cricket match with real-time highlights
(i) Live concert in Youtube

2. The WWW traffic profile for few customer networks are as shown below. The numbers shown in the table
correspond to percentage of traffic that fits into the selected category.

Company Internet Cafe Video Editing Club School
(Site-1) (Site-2) Studio (Site-3) (Site-4) (Site-5)

Static content 40 50 70 5 100
Dynamic content 60 50 30 95 0

HTTP traffic 40 100 10 80 100
Secure traffic 40 0 30 20 0
(HTTPS, SSL, VPN etc)
GIT / SVN 20 0 10 0 0
FTP 0 0 50 0 0

Streaming Media Traffic 20 10 0 50 0
Video content 30 50 90 90 0
Text Pages 20 5 1 1 30
(HTML, CSS, JS etc)
Images 40 30 9 6 20
Other documents 10 15 0 3 50

Top - 10 web portals 90 60 30 50 100

Answer the following questions:

(a) Which one of the given sites benefit from caching?
(b) What kind of caches can these sites deploy?
(c) How is the traffic of other protocols accommodated in presence of cache?
(d) Which one of these traffic classes are cacheable?
(e) If one cache can’t serve the traffic efficiently, how can the cooperative caches be deployed?

3. Plot BWeff / BWWAN vs cache hit ratio (h)

4. A company incurs an annual cost of Rs. 1.5 lakh / Mbps on traffic sent on WAN links. Based on traffic
profile, the network administrator found that 30% of the traffic is cacheable. What can be the maximum cost
of cache if company wishes to recoup its’ investment on cache in 18 months.



5. It has been reported that the social networking site Orkut has 90% of its users in India and Brazil. Orkut
traffic analysis shows that about 40% of its’ traffic is static and 80% of the dynamic traffic comes from four
metropolitan cities - Chennai, Kolkata, New Delhi and Mumbai. Propose a caching solution for this scenario.

6. The traffic profile of a start-up is shown.

The start-up has servers that can satisfactorily serve 400 connections per second and can also deploy
reverse proxies that can load balance a maximum of 4000 connections per second.

7. A multimedia client is preparing to play an mp4 video with an effective playout rate of 1Mbps � 500Kbps.
The client connects to server using broadband link with effective bandwidth of 1.5Mbps � 1.5Mbps. Deter-
mine the buffer size for the worst case scenario with a required playout time of 10 seconds. The playout
time is time duration in which the client can exhaust the playout buffer.

8. A streaming cache (www.livecricket.com/india) wishes to implement live streaming of cricket match with an
option to delay the streaming for few clients. The interested clients can delay the stream by a maximum of 1
minute. Calculate the size of the dynamic buffer for video streaming rates of 12Mbps, 4Mbps, and 256Kbps.
Create a sample manifest file for HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) standard for the given scenario.

9. A client-server packet flow is known to experience a jitter of 500ms on the network. The video has a playout
rate of 6Mbps. What should be the buffer size? How much of the video must be transferred using fast prefix
transfer?

10. A startup deployed CDN to distribute their web portal. The CDN uses domain name indiacdn.co.in. The
CDN has four edge servers at Mumbai (e1.indiacdn.co.in), Noida (e2. indiacdn.co.in), Kolkata (e3. indi-
acdn.co.in) and Bangalore (e4. indiacdn.co.in).

(a) Write the appropriate DNS records to perform DNS-based load balancing.
(b) If the geographic distance between client and edge server is used as criterion for edge server selection,

list the sequence of DNS resolutions performed by a client in Mysore.

11. The RTT measurements for CDN network described in question 10 are shown below.

Mumbai Noida Kolkata Bengaluru

Mumbai 0 10ms 13ms 8ms
Noida 10ms 0 8ms 16ms
Kolkata 13ms 8ms 0 15ms
Bengaluru 8ms 16ms 15ms 0

Each client is mapped to an edge server that is geographically close to the client and potential RTT values
are estimated from client to all edge servers. These estimated values are used for mapping client to an
edge servers with lowest RTT value.



Based on past experience, it is estimated that RTT value of an edge server increases by 1ms for every 10
client connections. The edge servers periodically send their load statistics to DNS load balancer / request
router.

Using the given information, list the edge server selected for the following scenarios.

(a) 120 clients from Mysore city try to access the web portal. The access happens in batches of 20.
Assume that client from other regions are not active.

(b) After 120 clients from Mysore become active, 100 clients from Pune become active.

Hint: It is useful to represent increase in RTT due to load as per the following tabular form.

Mumbai Noida Kolkata Bengaluru

RTTdynamic 1ms 0ms 0ms 2ms

The selection of best edge server will depend on the following equation.
RTTbest � min

@ePedge servers
tRTTe�static �RTTe�dynamicu

12. Sourceforge has the following mirror sites around the world (For complete list of mirrors, ref:
http://sourceforge.net/apps/trac/sourceforge/wiki/Mirrors). A truncated list of mirrors is shown below.

Mirror provider Location URL

AARNet Melbourne, Australia aarnet..dl.sourceforge.net
Japan Advanced Institute of Science
and Technology (JAIST)

Nomi, Japan jaist.dl.sourceforge.net

National Center for High-Performance
Computing (NCHC)

Taipei, Taiwan nchc.dl.sourceforge.net

Centro de Computacao Cientifica e
Software Livre (UFPR)

Curitiba, Brazil ufpr.dl.sourceforge.net

Softlayer (softlayer-ams) United States softlayer-ams.dl.sourceforge.net

Answer the following questions.

(a) Suggest a good load balancing policy.
(b) Write a simple HTTP redirect message that would implement load balancing for URL:

http://sourceforge.net/projects/zsh/files/zsh-doc/5.0.2/zsh-5.0.2-doc.tar.bz2/download.The client is to
be redirected to NCHC, Taiwan.

13. A sample HTML page is shown.

<html>
...
<body>

<img src="img1.jpg" ...>
<a href="video.flv" ...>
<a href="tutorial.pdf" ...>
<script src="jquery.js" ...>
...

</body>
</html>

The website developer chose to host documents in Dropbox, javascripts and images in Amazon S3, and
videos on Youtube. Indicate the necessary changes to HTML file in order to implement the outsourcing of
hosting requirements.



14. A client in BPGC campus, Goa uses openDNS and/or Google public DNS servers for DNS resolution
work. What would be the disadvantage of this setup in terms of selecting best edge server of CDN like
amazonaws.com? How can this problem be rectified?

15. List the top 20 popular videos on Youtube and the number of views for each video in a tabular form. Using
the traffic statistics available on the Internet, find out the total number of videos served daily by Youtube.1

Calculate and plot the probability of watching a video from the popular list. What are your observations?

16. Install the squid proxy server software and configure the server with the following parameters.
i) cache hierarchy - implement another peer
ii) transparent proxy - make the transparent proxy work on ports 80 and 8080
iii) acl - do not allow facebook.com, block keywords - movies, games
iv) firewall - allow traffic only on ports 80, 443, 20, 21, 8080
v) cache replacement policy - LFU
vi) cache size - 10MB
vii) maximum object size - 1MB
viii) SOCKS ports (TCP Splicing) - ports 443
ix) max age - 60 sec

Develop the sample user work loads (list of URLs) that will test each of the configuration directives. Submit
the following for evaluation.

(a) squid configuration file.
(b) list of URLs that will test each directive.
(c) squid log file with the results of configuration clearly highlighted.

17. Use ping to estimate the network proximity in terms of RTT to each of the following web portals.
i) www.dwolla.com ii) www.rbi.gov.in iii) www.hdfcbank.com iv) www.trai.gov.in

Estimate the RTT values by forming TCP connections to each of these web portals2. Separately capture
the traffic to each of the web portal using a capture tool (wireshark / tshark / tcpdump). Use the command

tcptrace -lr <capture_file>

to estimate the average RTT for each of the web portals. How do these values compare with the ping
values?

18. Describe the request routing (RR) technique used in the following scenarios.

(a) Download of Filezilla software from Sourceforge website
(b) Accessing google.com from India
(c) Facebook login and logout
(d) loading of www.cnn.com home page

19. freshersworld.com is a job website targeted at fresh graduates of India. The core clients of freshers world
are the final years students of the educational institutions. In order to
improve the student experience of the website (application acceleration), freshersworld.com wants to deploy
its own CDN.

(a) Come up with a CDN architecture and deployment diagram that is suitable for
freshersworld.com.

1Note that number of views on the popular videos are the total views since upload; this number needs to be averaged over the video
available duration to arrive at the average number of daily views.

2Hint: A TCP connection is formed whenever a HTTP request is initiated



(b) With the advent of embedded servers, it is possible to deploy a low-cost (< |6000) server in the
campuses of large educational institutes. How does this new innovation effect your CDN architecture?
Propose a new architecture by taking into account of the availability of the embedded servers.

20. Propose/draw a LAN network diagram for the BITS-Pilani, KK Birla Goa Campus. Using the caching con-
cepts learnt in the course, implement the caching hierarchy in the LAN that results in good network perfor-
mance. You can work with the following requirements.

i) The campus network needs three separate LAN segments / areas - institute area, hostels area and
quarters area. The traffic exchange between these areas can happen through a core switch.

ii) The enterprise switches can economically connect 48 users at a time and the enterprise switches have
2 high-speed ports for switch-to-switch connectivity. All the switches of a hostel can be considered as
one logical switch.

iii) One integrated router-cum-firewall connects the campus network to the Internet via the WAN link.
iv) The caches - both streaming and web caches - can be either connected to the switches at various

locations on the LAN or placed near the WAN router.
v) Each cache server is capable of serving the inhabitants of one hostel. The institute and the quarters

areas are directly connected to the border firewall-cum-NAT device.
vi) The cache servers form a peer group with each cache other caches as proxies.

Given these requirements, complete the following tasks.

(a) Draw the proposed LAN diagram with caching servers. Explain the components of the architecture
clearly.

(b) Propose a caching hierarchy among the hostel caches. Explain the working of the cache hierarchy.
(c) BITS wants to introduce streaming video lectures to the students. The lectures are to be given live

by a faculty member to students all over the four campuses. Each campus is likely to have more
than 500 student enrollments and they are not strictly time-synchronized. Modify the LAN diagram to
accommodate the new requirement.


